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INTRODUCTION
v All operating nuclear power plants are required to collect hourly Joint Frequency Distribution 

(JFD) data for atmospheric wind direction, wind speed and stability class,.

v This information is a critical piece of the Annual Radioactive Effluent Report(1) to the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) to demonstrate compliance with federal regulations.

v Callaway maintains two on-site Meteorological Towers (Met.T) to collect hourly data for wind 
speed, wind direction, air temperature, atmospheric stability, and Dew point/relative humidity at 
two heights; 10 m and 60 m above ground level to assist the facility in demonstrating regulatory 
compliance.

v It is desirable to supplement and augment this data from other sources (regional and national 
resources ). Unfortunately, formats, frequency and naming conventions across these multiple data 
sets are inconsistent.

OBJECTIVE
v Supplement meteorological data for a nuclear facility by data mining and synthesis from 

surrounding weather stations. 
v Gaussian plume model is commonly used for estimating pollutant spread from the stack,
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Q = release rate, ū =  wind speed, H = effective stack height, σ = dispersion coefficient

v Plume spread is highly dependent on dispersion coefficient (𝜎! and 𝜎").

v Dispersion coefficient in turn depends on atmospheric stability which is indirectly measured at the 
nuclear facilities but not typical recorded at any weather station or airports.

v Atmospheric stability determines turbulence intensity and diffusion processes that affect the 
mixing of effluents into the atmosphere(2).

v Airports and weather stations collect data on wind speed and direction, but a clear definition of 
stability is not readily available for those locations. 

v Therefore, an inference is required to extract stability class from available data for example, wind 
speed, temperature lapse rate and cloud cover etc. at airports and weather station using Vogt 
alternative of stability classes. 

v Goal of this project is to -
Ø Develop correlation for wind velocity and direction between nuclear facility and weather 

stations.
Ø Develop techniques to infer atmospheric stability for weather stations.
Ø Development correlation for atmospheric stability between nuclear facility and weather 

stations.

Stability Measurement Methods
v Literature discusses how to infer atmospheric stability from meteorological observations(2). 
v Most weather stations are collecting wind direction & velocity but atmospheric stability. 

CALLAWAY’S METHOD FOR CALCULATING
ATMOSPHERIC STABILITY

v Callaway uses the vertical temperature difference (DT) for stability estimation. 
v Temperature lapse rate measures vertical temperature variation direction and is generally reported in degree Celsius 

per 100 meters.
Ø For example, if  ⁄$%

$& ≥ −1.9, 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑏𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑦 𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 (A-class)
and if − 1.9 > ⁄$%

$& ≥ −1.7, 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑏𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 (F-class)

ATMOSPHERIC   STABILITY  INFERENCE   FOR   WEATHER   STATION

v Use Vogt's alternative of stability class estimation which focuses on the use of synoptic observation/calculations, sun 
height angle, degree of cloudiness, and wind speed (at 10 m for flat terrain and 20 m for area surrounded by trees).

v To determine the sun height angle/sun elevation angle, which is the angular measurement of the sun height in the sky 
from the horizontal, we need to know the day of the year and the time of the day. This information is used to 
calculate the amount of solar energy that the Earth's surface receives.
Sun Elevation Angle (4) Methods

Parameter Needed 

v The sun elevation angle was determined by;
Ø 𝛼 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛'( sin 𝛿 sin𝜑 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛿 cos𝜑 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝐻𝑅𝐴

o Latitude 𝜑
o Declination Angle 𝛿

o 𝛿 = −23.45) ×cos *+)
*+, × 𝑑 + 10

o d days since the start of the year

v Hour Angle (HRA) either solar time conversion

v Classification of Atmospheric Stability

DATA  NEEDS
v High temporal and spatial resolution, cloud cover data from sources such as,

Ø Atmospheric Science Data Center (ASDC)
Ø Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS)
Ø Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) 

RESULTS
v At Columbia Regional Airport, St. Lambert International Airport, and Jefferson City Memory 

Airport, the hourly atmospheric stability was computed for January, May, and September. These 
airports were selected based on their proximity to Callaway Nuclear Power Plant, and the months 
were chosen to account for seasonal variations.

v Considering the amount of data, we chose to present the correlation between Callaway Nuclear 
Power Plant and Columbia Regional Airport for January 5, 10 and 23 with and without correcting 
for travel time and wind direction. The selection of these dates was made randomly.

January 5 correlation = 0.60            January 10 correlation = 0.00     January 23 correlation = 0.00

v With correcting for travel time and wind direction (NW & W). 

January 5 correlation = 0.88           January 10 correlation = 0.00      January 23 correlation = 0.00

CONCLUSIONS
v Extraction of atmospheric stability data from cloud cover information using the Vogt alternative of 

stability classes provided reasonable prediction and correlation with the nuclear station data.
v Travel time correction with the account of the direction in which the plume travel was achieved.
v Height correction for wind speed at Columbia Regional Airport was achieved.
v Results will assist nuclear station and other pollutant sites to better manage their facilities to 

minimize environmental impact.
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